The regularity of pseudo-periodic human movements, including locomotion, can be assessed by autocorrelation analysis of measurements using inertial sensors. Though sensors are generally placed on the trunk or pelvis, movement regularity can be assessed at any body location. Pathological factors are expected to reduce regularity either globally or on specific anatomical subparts. However, other non-pathological factors, including gait strategy (walking and running) and speed, modulate locomotion regularity, thus potentially confounding the identification of the pathological factor. The present study's objectives were (1) to define a multi-sensor method based on the autocorrelation analysis of the acceleration module (norm of the acceleration vector) to quantify regularity; (2) to conduct an experimental study on healthy adult subjects to quantify the effect on movement regularity of gait strategy (walking and running at the same velocity), gait speed (four speeds, lower three for walking, upper two for running), and sensor location (on four different body parts). Twenty-five healthy adults participated and four triaxial accelerometers were located on the seventh cervical vertebra (C7), pelvis, wrist, and ankle. The results showed that increasing velocity was associated with increasing regularity only for walking, while no difference in regularity was observed between walking and running. Regularity was generally highest at C7 and ankle, and lowest at the wrist. These data confirm and complement previous literature on regularity assessed on the trunk, and will support future analyses on individuals or groups with specific pathologies affecting locomotor functions.
Introduction
Human functional periodic movements include locomotion, which is usually described in relation to its fundamental period [1] , and upper limb activities, particularly those related to working tasks, sports, or art performances [2] . However, it is also possible to observe non-functional periodic movements such as tremor [3] or some cyclic gestures related to dystonic syndromes [4] . The periodicity of human locomotion is normally automatic and not necessarily consciously planned, controlled, and performed since specific neural structures, the central pattern generators, are in charge of controlling locomotor movements [5] . Moreover, inherent passive biomechanical and inertial characteristics of the different body parts naturally support the occurrence of passive pendulum-like periodic movements [6] .
While, strictly speaking, a periodic phenomenon/signal repeats itself every predefined period of time T, a human cyclic movement and, particularly, kinematic and dynamic variables related to it (2) a multi-sensor approach which enables comparatively studying the regularity of anatomical parts, particularly of upper and lower limbs; (B) To perform experiments and analyses on healthy subjects to quantify the effect of factors "strategy" (walking vs. running), "speed" (four speeds considered) [37] , and "sensor location" (synchronized sensors located on pelvis, the seventh cervical vertebra (C7), and lower and upper limbs) on the regularity of human pseudo-periodic locomotor movements.
This study outcome may support future studies on human locomotion regularity by providing a robust methodology and reference data. Moreover, the application of the method to the study of non-functional periodic movements, such as tremors, is straightforward.
Materials and Methods

Measurement System
The measurement system used was the WaveTrack Inertial System (Cometa Systems, Italy; https://www.cometasystems.com/), which supported the four-sensor setting required for this study. The single device was a low weight (5.3 g), small-sized (32 mm × 24 mm × 7 mm), waterproof, inertial measurement unit (IMU; composed of a triaxial accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer) with a wireless interface for real-time data streaming and a 1 GB of on-board memory, able to store up to 6 h of measurements. In the present study, only measurements of the triaxial accelerometer were considered; the sampling rate was 140 Hz with a 16-bit resolution analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and a full scale of ±16 g. Velcro elastic straps were provided for attaching sensors on selected anatomical landmarks.
Participants, Motor Tasks, and Raw Data
Twenty-five healthy subjects (14 males and 11 females, age range of 20-40 years) were recruited for the experiment (see details in Table 1 ). They signed an informed consent under the approval of the local Ethics Committee. Sensors were attached, by their flat surface, to the following landmarks: posterior aspect of spinous process of the seventh cervical vertebra (C7), midpoint between posterior superior iliac spines (pelvis), on dorsal aspect of the right wrist (wrist), and on lateral aspect of right ankle (ankle) (see Figure 1 ). Sensors were positioned in order to align their X-axes with longitudinal/vertical anatomical axes, sensor Z-axes were perpendicular to the sensor flat surface and were oriented accordingly.
anatomical landmarks.
Twenty-five healthy subjects (14 males and 11 females, age range of 20-40 years) were recruited for the experiment (see details in Table 1 ). They signed an informed consent under the approval of the local Ethics Committee.
Sensors were attached, by their flat surface, to the following landmarks: posterior aspect of spinous process of the seventh cervical vertebra (C7), midpoint between posterior superior iliac spines (pelvis), on dorsal aspect of the right wrist (wrist), and on lateral aspect of right ankle (ankle) (see Figure 1 ). Sensors were positioned in order to align their X-axes with longitudinal/vertical anatomical axes, sensor Z-axes were perpendicular to the sensor flat surface and were oriented accordingly. The experiments were carried out on a treadmill and consisted of steady-state walking at 1.0, 1.4, and 1.8 m/s, and of steady-state running at 1.8 and 2.2 m/s (trials respectively labeled W1, W2, W3, R3, and R4). After taking between 30 and 60 s to reach steady-state locomotion, the duration of measurements was fixed at 70 s, the initial and final five seconds sections were discarded, and the further analysis was performed on the central one-minute-long recording. Trial sequences were randomly balanced among subjects; half of the participants performed the sequence W1, W2, W3, R3, and R4, and half performed the reversed sequence from R4 to W1.
Measured accelerometric components were low-pass filtered (fourth-order Butterworth filter, cutoff frequency 5 Hz, 0.5 dB of peak-to-peak ripple in pass-band, and 20 dB of attenuation in stop-band). Finally, acceleration module a was computed as the norm of the three measured orthogonal components (a x , a y , and a z ) according to the following formula:
The experimental dataset consisted of 500 recordings obtained from 25 subjects, each performing five tasks, and equipped with four sensors.
Algorithm
The algorithm flowchart and sample data are presented in Figure 2 . The input data consisted of the three acceleration components measured by a single sensor (Figure 2A ). The analysis was applied on windowed finite time series of the acceleration module ( Figure 2B ) and of single acceleration components. The duration (n seconds, or alternatively N samples) of the signal window was fixed, on each trial, to three times the fundamental period preliminarily quantified on the entire one-minute recording (this duration ranged from about 2 s for the fastest running to about 4 s for the slower walking). Such a choice was sufficient for a robust computation of the autocorrelation function and avoided regularity variations across a higher number of strides may have affected the index estimation [31] .
The windowed data were first standardized (removed average and then divided by standard deviation) and then an autocorrelation analysis was applied, which is equivalent to an autocovariance analysis since a unitary covariance is obtained when correlating the signal with itself at zero lag. Thus, a unitary value of the autocorrelation function reflects a perfect regularity, while a null value marks the absence of any cyclic component, i.e., the absence of any regularity.
The autocorrelation sequence for a given data window ( Figure 2C ), which is a function of the sample lag m, was implemented as follows:
where R is the autocorrelation function in the unbiased form, y is the analyzed variable, N is the number of data samples in the considered time window, and m is the number of samples quantifying the lag time of the autocorrelation function. Notably, the previous equation includes a coefficient corrected for m, to compensate for the bias resulting from the m number of samples associated with the considered time lag (in fact, the larger the lag, the fewer samples support the computation) [29] . Negative lag values were not considered since they did not provide additional information, as autocorrelation is an even function.
Window periodicity, i.e., the fundamental period duration of the window data, corresponds to the time of the autocorrelation peak ( Figure 2C ). Window regularity corresponds to the peak value; the closer the input data are to a perfect periodic behavior, the closer the window regularity is to a unitary value.
The previous analysis was then repeated for the subsequent data window which was time-shifted from the previous window by 0.1 s. This implies that two subsequent data windows, for locomotion recordings, may overlap for more than 95% of their data. In order to speed up and increase algorithm robustness, when considering the next data window, the previous identification of the autocorrelation peak was considered as the starting seed in the search of the actual peak of the autocorrelation function, thus substantially avoiding the identification of peaks related to higher harmonics of the fundamental period.
The regularity index (RI) and period index (PI) were computed as the average values of the sequences of window regularity ( Figure 2D ) and periodicity ( Figure 2E ), respectively.
All analyses were implemented in Matlab (version R2017b, The MathWorks Inc, USA).
Statistical Analysis
The outcome set included both the regularity index RI and the period index PI for all subjects, all tasks, and all sensor locations. As data were non-normally distributed, we used non-parametric tests; the Friedman test was used for non-parametric analysis of variance and the Wilcoxon test was used for post hoc and planned comparisons. The significance values (significance set to p ≤ 0.05) of all the tests inside the same analysis were corrected according to Holm-Bonferroni method. The experiment was designed to study the effect of three factors: a sensor factor, a speed factor, and a strategy (walking vs. running) factor. No analysis of interaction between factors was planned for two reasons: the sample data size was relatively small to allow efficaciously looking for interactions, and our interests were focused only on the main effects of the three factors.
As to the period index PI, a one-way non-parametric analysis of variance was performed to assess the across-sensor method robustness.
As to the regularity index RI, the experimental design allowed for assessing several factors. The analysis for the sensor factor was performed using one-way non-parametric analysis of variance. The speed factor was analyzed using the following planned comparison tests: W1 vs. W2, W2 vs. W3, and R3 vs. R4. Other comparisons were considered not relevant (W1 vs. W3) or inadequate (for example, W1 vs. R4) to explore the speed factor. The strategy factor (locomotion by walking vs. locomotion by running) was analyzed using a planned comparison of W3 vs. R3. Other comparisons (e.g., W2 vs. R4) report the effect of the strategy factor mixed with the effect of other factors (speed) and, therefore, were not included in the planned analysis.
Finally, in order to compare outcomes from the present module-based method with outcomes from a single-component approach in the regularity assessment, the algorithm was applied also to the single components of measured accelerations. Starting from RI_X, RI_Y, and RI_Z (regularity indexes of X, Y, and Z components, respectively), the minimum (worst index value) and the maximum (best index value) of the three single-component regularity indexes were identified for each subject/task/sensor, and multiple comparisons were performed between the module-based regularity index and the best and worst single-component ones.
Results
A summary of the experimental data is presented in Figure 3 ; the scatterplot of the regularity index vs. period index clearly shows the clusters related to speed and strategy, while the data concerning the four different sensors are partially overlapped. The non-normal distributions of RI values are made apparent by the ceiling effect toward the unitary value. Finally, in order to compare outcomes from the present module-based method with outcomes from a single-component approach in the regularity assessment, the algorithm was applied also to the single components of measured accelerations. Starting from RI_X, RI_Y, and RI_Z (regularity indexes of X, Y, and Z components, respectively), the minimum (worst index value) and the maximum (best index value) of the three single-component regularity indexes were identified for each subject/task/sensor, and multiple comparisons were performed between the module-based regularity index and the best and worst single-component ones.
A summary of the experimental data is presented in Figure 3 ; the scatterplot of the regularity index vs. period index clearly shows the clusters related to speed and strategy, while the data concerning the four different sensors are partially overlapped. The non-normal distributions of RI values are made apparent by the ceiling effect toward the unitary value. 
Period Index
The fundamental period estimation, quantified by the PI value, showed the expected modulation in relation to task modality and speed ( Figure 4A ); period decreased with increasing speed and, at a matched speed of 1.8 m/s, the period was shorter when running compared to walking (R3 vs. W3). The period estimation as obtained on the same trial from different sensors may provide different values; when considering the four values relative to the four different anatomical landmarks, the difference between the two extreme values was null in 46% of the trials, and accounted for 1 ms in 44% of the trials; only in 13 out of 125 trials was the across-sensor period estimate difference between 2 and 5 ms. A data perusal allowed identifying the wrist and ankle as the sensor locations responsible for larger (≥2 ms) deviations in period estimation. 
The fundamental period estimation, quantified by the PI value, showed the expected Figure 4B reports a summary of the regularity index values obtained from the analysis of acceleration module pattern, along with the min and the max regularity indexes obtained from single acceleration components. A perusal of outcomes shows that the module-based regularity index was higher or equal to any component-based index computed on the same recording in about half of the trials. The statistical analysis evidenced an intermediate rank of the module-based index, though its median value was much closer to the best component index (−1.0%) compared to the worst component index (+9.5%).
Regularity Index: Comparison of Module-Based and Component-Based Analyses
Regularity Index: Effect of Locomotion Speed
The effect of speed on regularity was highlighted by the comparisons between trials with the same locomotor strategy and with contiguous speeds (see Figure 4C) . The tested couples were W1 vs. W2, W2 vs. W3, and R3 vs. R4. Regularity during walking trials significantly increased with increasing velocity, getting very close to the unit value for higher speeds. On the contrary, increasing velocity in running did not increase regularity. Nonetheless, it has to be noted that all values related to running showed a tendency to a ceiling effect with regularity indexes, limited in their values by the unitary upper limit, which marks a perfect regularity.
Regularity Index: Effect of Locomotor Strategy
The only test able to explore the effect of a different locomotor strategy was the comparison between the regularity indexes of W3 and R3, i.e., walking and running at the same velocity (1.8 m/s). This was the only feasible comparison, since healthy subjects can switch between walking and running without forcing themselves into a narrow range of speeds. No significant differences emerged from the Wilcoxon test, though a perusal of data distributions showed occasionally lower regularity in walking trials (see Figure 4C ).
Regularity Index: Effect of Sensor Location
The statistical analysis showed a significant difference of regularity among locations; the highest regularity was found for C7 (median value 0.985) and the ankle (0.983), while the lowest was found for the wrist (0.949), and intermediate regularity was found for the pelvis (0.981) ( Figure 4D ). When further exploring the previous analysis by comparing the two locomotor strategies at a matched velocity, the median value of the regularity index increased in the running trials compared to the walking trials, at C7 (+1.0%), the pelvis (+1.6%), and the wrist (+4.8%), while it decreased (−1.0%) at the ankle.
Discussion
The present method for quantifying regularity in pseudo-periodic human movements was a direct evolution and a generalization of methods based on the autocorrelation analysis to study trunk oscillatory movements during locomotion [28, 29] . The proposed method's novelty is in the application of the autocorrelation analysis to the module of acceleration and to the concurrent measurement of acceleration on four different anatomical points.
The autocorrelation analysis was applied to the module of acceleration, derived from measurements by a triaxial sensor, which was periodic to the extent that single components are periodic. This novel aspect was expected to imply a larger robustness than single-component methods since the latter require an accurate placement for sensor orientation and location (sensor axes have to be aligned with anatomical or functional axes, and this may be particularly prone to operator errors in experiments involving persons with abnormal anatomical features). On the contrary, the acceleration module is independent from sensor orientation, but relies only upon sensor location. As to the computational aspects, the autocorrelation was applied to a time-finite windowed signal after having standardized it (subtracted average and divided by standard deviation), implying a unitary value for RI indicating perfect regularity. The average removal (equivalent to the autocovariance approach explicitly adopted by Moe-Nilssen [29] ) is relevant, since an offset does corrupt, proportionally to the offset relevance/amplitude, the resulting autocorrelation coefficient and, thus, the regularity index. Therefore, this approach increases the robustness of the method.
The proposed sensor positions were not limited to location on the sagittal symmetry plane of the trunk-pelvis as in previous studies, but other body locations, particularly on either upper and lower limbs, were considered. This was possible since a periodic movement implies periodic patterns of the acceleration measured on any moving body location. A multi-sensor arrangement as already considered by Rispens et al. [36] ; however, they only compared a regularity assessment of different locations on the trunk-pelvis segment, omitting the limbs. Obviously, locations outside the body's sagittal symmetry plane cannot support the analysis of symmetry according to Reference [29] ; however, the multi-point approach here proposed has the advantage of disclosing how different body parts contribute to the movement regularity, thus supporting understanding and potentially targeting treatment or training on specific body segments.
The proposed autocorrelation analysis produced an autocorrelation time profile (see Figure 1E ) whose average on a one-minute-long track was considered here as a regularity index (RI). However, analysis on longer recordings produced longer regularity profiles, which could be further studied for the occurrence of trends, potentially unveiling effects of fatigue on regularity. Schutte already dealt with this aspect by simply analyzing two spot assessments before and after a prolonged fatiguing task [34] . Moreover, the multi-sensor approach may further support a fatigue analysis allowing the identification of which anatomical functional part acts as a fatigue trigger.
The experimental data were obtained from one-minute-long locomotion trials at constant velocity on a treadmill, whereas previous studies considered recordings of walking for one minute or less [17, 28, 29] . The subjects were randomly requested to perform the sequence from slower walking to faster running or the reverse-order sequence, and no bias resulted in regularity index.
The experimental dataset also allowed, for all three components of acceleration singularly considered, to compute stride regularity according to the previous method [29] . For the sake of simplicity, the highest and the lowest outcome indexes as computed from single components were identified and then compared with the regularity indexes computed on the acceleration module pattern. The results show that the average difference between the highest single-component-based index and the module-based index was very little for the considered dataset, about 1% in relative terms, though statistically significant. However, no substantial bias was observed, since about half of the trials displayed a higher regularity index for the module-based index. Nonetheless, the option for a single-component regularity analysis, which showed validity in healthy subjects and in the study of selected locomotor disturbances [17, 21, 29] , requires that this component be identified before the experiment takes place, which is a decision that may suffer from errors particularly when motor disturbances affect the performing subject. Ultimately, the proposed module-based analysis on a specific anatomical location [38] does not require that the researcher accurately align the sensor axes along predefined directions, which is particularly difficult when skeletal deformities affect the performing subject. Obviously, the adoption of triaxial accelerometers does not exclude the possibility to apply both the module-based approach and the single-component one.
Interesting findings emerged also from the analysis of period duration, a useful secondary outcome of the autocorrelation method. Firstly, it was confirmed that the estimate was very robust across sensors and across methods in accordance with published studies [39] , and results were comparable with published normative data [40] . Secondly, the method provided a tracking of the fundamental period value along with the monitoring time; such information is supportive of studies concerning the gait variability [10] . Moreover, since the sensors may be placed on most parts of the body and adopted to any pseudo-periodic movements, this method appears to be of general applicability, while gait-specific methods for gait event identification cannot be extended to other motor tasks.
The application of the method was intended to disclose if different body segments showed different regularity during locomotion, and to analyze if locomotion strategy and locomotion speed influenced movement regularity.
Since the experiments involved the synchronized measurement of acceleration from four sensors, we were able to compare the autocorrelation coefficients observed on different anatomical sites; the highest regularity was found for C7 and the ankle, while the lowest (but still very high in absolute terms) was found for the wrist. The interpretation of C7's higher regularity may be related to biomechanical aspects (segments with larger mass and inertia, such as the trunk, show more regular movements, in the same manner that flywheels are expected to), to motor-control specific features (C7 movements are more regular because one of the objectives of locomotion is to keep the head, and the sensory organs inside it, the most stable and regular [35] ) and to the balancing role played by limbs (particularly upper limbs) in keeping the body stability [41] . The reason for the lower regularity of upper limbs may include the possibility of accomplishing other episodic motor tasks, asynchronous with walking [42, 43] .
The effect of gait speed was assessed by comparing trials at different speeds but with the same strategy; a speed effect was observed for walking trials only, thus confirming that increasing speed is associated with increased regularity [20] . However, we observed that a faster locomotion resulted in the regularity index being closer to its maximum possible unitary value; therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize the emergence of a ceiling effect at faster gait speeds, which could explain the missing detection of a speed effect for the running trials.
Interestingly, when comparing walking and running trials, the trunk (i.e., C7 and the pelvis) and, even more so, the upper arms tended to be more regular in running, according to the speed effect already evidenced, while lower limbs (ankle) were less regular. Such a decrease in regularity in lower limbs may be due to a technical artefact; the feet contacts on the ground are characterized, during running, by large impulsive impact forces which may transmit irregular oscillation on the nearby musculoskeletal structures and, therefore, also on the accelerometer tighten to the ankle [44] .
As to the motor strategy, no between-strategy difference in regularity was observed at one single matched velocity close to the transition speed (RI W3 = RI R3 in Figure 4C ), thus confirming previous studies concerning the analysis of spatio-temporal parameters [23] . While walking and running performances showed values of regularity index very close each other and close to the unitary upper limit value, a perusal of the whole dataset showed how RI never got below 0.9 when running, while 10 out of 100 RI values when walking were below 0.9, ranging down to approximately 0.7. Interestingly, all those ten values referred to regularity assessed by the wrist sensor. A possible explanation is that the role of upper limbs during running is more strictly related to locomotion than during walking, since they must counterbalance larger inertial forces which occur in the body [45] . Conversely, it can be expected that, during walking, the upper limbs keep the possibility to also perform some locomotor-unrelated tasks, characterized by less regular features [43] .
Conclusions
The proposed method was proven to be feasible and reliable, to be able to quantify the regularity of movement of different anatomical parts, and to be able to track modulation of regularity determined by locomotor strategy and speed. The novel methodological approach of considering the acceleration module has the advantage over single-component methods [17, 29] to be unaffected by sensor misalignment. The data from a group of healthy individuals may foster the collection of a larger dataset and provide reference in studies concerning pathological conditions.
Already planned future applications of the method include (a) a real-time application in providing biofeedback to the patient during periodic movements to help them in keeping a regular motor pattern (such as gait, but also upper limb movements), thus supporting motor learning rehabilitation protocols [46, 47] ; (b) studies on the modulation of regularity during prolonged performances, potentially induced by fatigue or by a voluntary change in motor strategy [48] ; (c) studies on non functional pseudo-periodic movements, such as tremor or dyskinesia, by means of regularity analysis of long-term actigraphic recordings [49] . 
